Distribution and expression of Kirre, an IgSF molecule, during postnatal development of rat cerebellum.
Immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF) molecules are actively involved in cell-cell adhesion, neuronal migration, axonal guidance and synapse formation in the nervous system. Kirre, as a member of this family, has been implicated in mammalian neuronal differentiation and development. Although the distribution of rKirre (a rat homologue of Drosophila Kirre) mRNA was previously analyzed in adult rat cerebellum by in situ hybridization, the expression levels of transcript and protein were not well studied. Here, we showed that the expressions of rKirre mRNA and protein significantly increased during postnatal development of rat cerebellum. rKirre mRNA was mainly expressed in the granular layers and Purkinje cell layer in the developing cerebellum, revealing a possible involvement of rKirre in granule cell migration and Purkinje cell development. An essential relationship between rKirre and Purkinje cells was implied by the co-localization of rKirre and NF-200 on the cell bodies of Purkinje cells. These results suggest that rKirre may play a potential role in postnatal developing rat cerebellum.